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Abstract. Background: Weight estimation is critical in paediatric resuscitation, as 

stopping to weigh a child could influence their survival. Weight estimation methods 

used in New Zealand (NZ) are not accurate for the population, increasing the 

complexity of prescribing medication and selecting equipment. Aim: Develop 

regression equations (RE) to predict the weight of NZ children based on height, sex, 

age and ethnicity to be deployed in a mobile application (Weight Estimation Without 

Waiting). Methods: The RE was derived from retrospective regression modelling of 

a large existing dataset. Data were presented using descriptive statistics and 

calculation of means, limits of agreement and the proportion of weight estimates 

within a percentage of actual weight. Conclusion: The RE developed in this study 

outperformed existing age-based weight estimation methods while providing a 

method to ensure that weight estimation techniques evolve with NZ children.  
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1. Introduction 

During paediatric resuscitation, weight is used to determine medication doses and 

equipment size and as a result, weight estimation techniques have become widely used 

when stopping to weigh a child could impact their survival.[1] This study presents the 

development of regression equations (RE) to predict a child's weight based on height and 

demographic data for use in paediatric resuscitation. The RE were deployed in a mobile 

application (Weight Estimation Without Waiting) which used Augmented Reality to 

measure the length and calculate children's weight.[5] 

2. Background 

In New Zealand (NZ), the NZ Resuscitation Council (NZRC) advises clinicians on 

weight estimation in resuscitation.[17] Age-based weight estimation methods endorsed 

by the NZRC[17] and St John Ambulance[22] are based on the advanced paediatric life 

support (APLS) formula.[21] For children aged 1–9 years, this is (2 x [age in years + 4]). 

For children under one year, they both advise estimating weight as 5 kg. However, 
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recommendations differ for children aged 10–14 years; the NZRC suggests age in years 

× 3.3, whereas St John advises age in years × 3. 

Annually, over 154,000 children under 15 years present to an NZ emergency 

department (ED).[15] While the proportion of presentations that require resuscitation is 

unclear, one study of NZ and Australian children found that 27% required care 

immediately or within 10 minutes of arrival.[2] Applying this to NZ ED presentations, 

41,500 children may receive treatment based on a weight estimate each year. 

Inaccurate weight estimation can lead to medication dose errors. For example, 34% 

(125/360) of medication errors were related to a dose miscalculation during pre-hospital 

cardiac arrest.[10] When multiple calculations are required (e.g. weight estimate plus 

dose calculation), compounding errors may occur. Mobile technology offers a possible 

solution that could reduce the risk of errors or alleviate the need for ad-hoc adjustments 

based on a clinician's perception.  

3. Methods 

Statistics NZ supplied an existing dataset containing the age, gender, height, weight, 

and ethnicity of NZ children.[23] As the dataset was already deidentified, ethics approval 

was waived for this study. The sampling framework and protocol for data collection were 

published and the sample was shown to be representative of the NZ population.[16] The 

dataset initially contained 23,217 records. Children over 14 years were excluded, 

ambiguous records and outliers were removed based on z-scores for height and weight, 

leaving 17,401 records for analysis. 

The dataset was randomly split into two subsets: the regression dataset (n = 8467) 

and the test dataset (n = 8413). Using SPSS (version 24)[11] regression analysis was 

performed on the regression dataset to derive the RE, with the fit and accuracy of the RE 

calculated. The mean, SD and Confidence Intervals of 95% were applied during linear 

regression modelling of variables weight, age, sex, ethnicity, and height to formulate the 

RE. SPSS automatically removed outliers based on a large Cooks distance. Results of 

the regression were translated into an equation for each variable, where B represents the 

unstandardised beta coefficients for each variable, height (cm), age (years), ethnicity 

(Maori, Pacific, Asian & Other) and sex (male & female). The equation to predict weight: 

����ℎ� = β0 + �β1 ×  ����ℎ�	 + �β2 ×  
��	 + �β3 ×  �����	 

The RE was used to calculate a weight estimate for each child in the test dataset. 

Data analysis was via descriptive statistics; internal consistency was checked using 

Cronbach's alpha and the sample distribution was evaluated using skewness and kurtosis.  

4. Results 

An overview of the test dataset is shown in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3. 

Table 1. Demographic characteristics test dataset. 

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

n 692 690 686 657 660 625 646 599 598 625 648 607 680 

% 8.23 8.20 8.15 7.81 7.85 7.43 7.68 7.12 7.11 7.43 7.70 7.22 8.08 
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Table 2. Distribution of gender (sex). 

Sex 

 n %

Male 4343 51.6

Female 4070 48.4 

Table 3. Distribution of ethnicity. 

Ethnicity

n % 

Maori 3062 36.4 

Pacific 798 9.5 

Asian 814 9.7 

Other 3739 44.4 

All variables in the test dataset were distributed normally[12], while age, sex, 

ethnicity height showed a skewness between −1 and 1, weight was positively skewed 

(skewness 1.139) and all skewness variables had a SE of 0.026. For kurtosis, all variables 

were within 1 SD with a SE of 0.053. The mean SE of predicted weight is 0.226 with no 

residual outliers. The adjusted R2 indicates that all equations have 80% or above accuracy.  

Comparison of weight estimation research is challenging due to multiple reporting 

methods. Therefore, results were presented via mean percentage error (MPE), limits of 

agreement (LoA) and percentage of weights within 10%, 20% and 30% of actual weight. 

Table 3 shows RE are that the most accurate weight estimation method (mean error 

11% lower than other techniques). Interestingly, the SD is lower in some existing weight 

estimation methods, and future research is planned to improve the SD of the RE.  

Table 4. Comparison of RE weight estimation based on the mean percentage error. 

St John NZRC RE 

Ethnicity MPE SD MPE SD MPE SD 

Maori 24.8 16.6 22.4 16.6 -0.9 23.7 

Pacific 31.4 16.3 29.1 16.2 -0.1 26.2 

Asian 15.2 16.7 12.4 16.7 -1.2 23.2 

Other 18.4 15.5 15.3 15.8 -1.4 22.3 

Table 4 compares the proportion of weight estimates within 10%, 20% and 30% of 

the actual weight, where the RE weight estimates outperform all endorsed methods. 

Table 5. Comparison of weight estimation within 10%, 20% and 30% for children aged 2–14 years. 

Estimation method, Statistics New 

Zealand data[23]] 

Percent of estimates within a given percentage of the actual 

weight 

 n ±10% ±20% ±30% 

All 8413 36.5 70.9 100 

Ethnicity 8413 41.1 76.1 100 

NZRC 8413 35.4 71.8 100 

St John 8413 33.6 70.4 100 

The LoA with 95% CI (Table 5) indicate RE outperformed all other estimation methods. 

Table 6. Limits of Agreement (LoA) for the Statistics New Zealand dataset (15) weight estimates. 

  Difference LoA 

Estimation method n Mean SD Upper Lower  

      

NZRC 8679 8.92 11.68 31.82 -13.97 

RE 8679 -0.03 8.93 17.46 -17.52 

St John 8679 10.30 12.47 34.74 -14.13 
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5. Discussion 

Weight estimation is critical in paediatric resuscitation, as stopping to weigh a child 

could influence their survival. Resuscitation is prone to error[8] as it is time-critical, 

decision-dense, chaotic, crowded and noisy, with multiple teams working in the same 

physical space[13; 14] which can distract clinicians from a task or decision.[18]  

 Over 50% of children who have their weight estimated using methods endorsed for 

use in NZ[17; 22] are at risk of receiving non-therapeutic medication doses or non-

optimal equipment size due to inaccurate weight estimates. Internationally, the accuracy 

of paediatric weight estimation tools is well researched. However, in NZ, research is 

limited to two Auckland studies. In 2005, the APLS formula significantly underestimated 

the weight of Māori and Pacific children (n = 909),[24] and in 2015 was again inaccurate 

for 60% of (n = 397) children aged 5–10 years.[6]  

The clinical significance of the inaccuracy of weight estimates shown in both studies 

is difficult to determine, as there is no research into the prevalence of weight estimation 

during resuscitation in NZ. Similarly, international studies showing the prevalence of 

weight estimation are minimal. One 1997 UK study reported that only 2% (2/100) of 

children were physically weighed before receiving resuscitation medications.[9] This 

implies that 98% of children had a medication administered based on a weight estimation. 

The NZRC recommends age or length-based methods for estimating the weight of 

non-obese children yet only length-based methods for obese children[17] which means 

clinicians need to determine obesity before selecting a weight estimation method. These 

decisions complicate the resuscitation process as the NZRC does not define obesity or 

indicate which length-based weight estimation method is optimal. Moreover, this means 

that clinician perception of obesity and technique choice could alter the accuracy of 

weight estimates.[7; 8; 13; 14] The RE developed in this study eliminate the need to 

determine obesity or choose an estimation method, thus reducing the risk of error. 

Changes in the body composition of children over time are not always mirrored in 

the evolution of weight estimation methods. For example, two novel mobile applications 

that streamline paediatric weight estimation[4; 25] use existing weight estimation 

methods, increasing the disparity between the population and weight estimates. A similar 

disparity is evident in weight estimation in NZ [17; 22] as techniques are generally based 

on the APLS formula, which has been static for 20 years[3] despite changes in children's 

adiposity and anthropometric measures within that time.[19; 20] 

The RE developed in this study improve the accuracy of age-based weight estimates. 

However, population data in the development of RE can cause a lag in translation to 

clinical practice. Publication of the method used to develop RE may reduce the risk of 

error by lag, allowing weight estimation methods to evolve with children over time. 

6. Conclusion 

This study has shown that the development of RE using demographic data can 

improve weight estimation accuracy. Overall, the RE outperformed the NZRC and St 

John weight estimates across and is well-placed to estimate NZ children's weight aged 

2–14 years. Furthermore, the process used to the RE promotes replicability and means 

that weight estimation RE can evolve with the population over time. 
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